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the second century, as we have seen, the revolution of
the Christians against the heathen, which began in Asia
after the death of the Apostles, just a year after Paul's
confrontation with the Christians in Ephesus, ended with
the destruction of the town and temple of Artemis in
Ephesus on July 5, A.D. 132, is celebrated by the Romans
as the fiftieth anniversary of their empire. How would you
commemorate an anniversary of your empire? [music]
Well, for one thing, you'd invite everyone you knew. And
you'd tell everyone who wasn't there to come on August
1st to celebrate with you, and then you'd take a victory
tour to all the sites of your empire, you'd celebrate at
those, and then you'd come back and share the spoils
with your subjects. [music] Efficacy of insulin pumps in
improving the quality of life of patients with diabetes
mellitus: A scoping review. To summarize evidence on
the role of modern insulin pumps in the quality of life of
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patients with diabetes mellitus. A scoping review was
conducted on MEDLINE and EMBASE databases, using
keywords. For the inclusion criteria, articles had to be
published
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month sent these chilling terse emails to the Port
Authority: An author has spent many hours and made

many mistakes sifting through the “X Files” of the
Kennedy assassination to put forth his own theory, which

he claims will explain all of the many mysteries. John
Simons, author of “The Man Who Killed Kennedy,” has

put forth a theory that he says will explain the
assassination of President John F. Kennedy. “I spent

months researching JFK’s death, and what I found — the
truth about JFK’s death — can only be described as a

revelation,” Simons wrote. In an article on his website,
www.johnsimons.com, Simons details his theory that
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“everybody loves JFK,” but “everybody hates Jack Ruby,”
a Dallas nightclub owner convicted of killing Oswald

during the ex-president’s murder trial in November 1964.
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